



































































the! idea! of! a! ‘double! hermeneutic’!where! the! inquirer’s! initial! assumptions! about! the! topic! of! the!
research!are!openly!articulated!and!explicitly!modified!as!a!result!of!engagement!with!the!data.!This!
study! has! provided! new! insights! into! the! previously! underNexplored! area! how! assessment! is!
experienced.!In!particular!it!makes!a!unique!contribution!to!the!understanding!and!explanation!of!how!
students’! approach! to! assessment! takes! the! turn! that! it! does! towards! instrumentalism! and! how$
communication!and!relationships!in!the!feedback!process!become!‘antiNdialogical’.!!
However,!although!many!authors!call! for! ‘authentic’!assessments!that!relate!to!‘realNlife’,! I!call! for!a!
broader,! existential,! concept! of! authenticity! to! be! deployed.! The! conclusion! of! the! study! argues!
therefore,! that! in! order! to! break! free! from! the! compartmentalised! instrumentality! of! the! current!
assessment!regime,!we!might! return!to! the! ideas!of!critical!pedagogy!characterised!by!a! love! (as! in!
‘commitment’)! for! the! whole! human! being! rather! than! that! element! which! is! being! assessed! and!
measured.!!
These! ideas,! I! suggest,! could! be! synthesised! with! more! recent! ideas! of! the! ‘flipped! classroom’! to!
generate!a!more!humanly!focussed!practice!of!‘flipped’!assessment.!However,!this!is!a!work!for!further!
























































































































awareness! of!my! own! experiences! of! being! examined.! I! acknowledge! how! those! experiences! have!
served!to!influence!and!shape!the!prejudices!I!have!subsequently!built!up!around!the!purpose!and!value!
of!assessment! in!Higher!Education! [HE].!The!ultimate!purpose!of! the!study,! therefore,! is! to! identify!
implications! for! professional! knowledge! and! practice! derived! from! an! understanding! of! how!
undergraduates! experience! the! assessment! process.! The! study! reported! here! explicitly! avoids! any!



















































Chapter! 2! frames! the! study! and! takes! the! form! of! a! traditional! literature! review.! Here,! I! discuss!
assessment! and! its! purposes! and! then! go! on! to! outline! the! current! issues! and! debates! around!
assessment!practices!in!HE.!!
!
In!Chapter!3! I! justify! IPA!as!a! research!methodology!and!define!some!of! the!key! terms!such!as! the!
nature!of!interpretation!in!the!context!of!phenomenological!research!design.!This!leads,!in!Chapter!4,!




















































be! seen!within! the! context!of! the!economic! and!political! landscape! that!has! influenced!profoundly!
many! of! the! educational! reforms! of! recent! years.! ! The!most! relevant! aspect! of! this! broad! agenda!























discourse!to!produce!the!phenomena!that! it!regulates!and!constrains’! (1993,!p.!xii). She!argues,! for!
example,!that!gender!is!not!something!that!we!are,!but,!rather,!it!is!an!act!of!doing!rather!than!a!being!
(Butler,!1999).!The!idea!of!performance,!therefore,!facilitates!the!study!and!evaluation!of!the!ways!in!
which! individuals! speak! and! act! in! the! world.! ! Such! evaluations! of! the! many! manifestations! of!
performance!are!not,!however,!confined!to!the!academic!sphere.!Performativity!takes!on!a!different!











Consequently,! McKenzie! (2001)! sees! performance! as! the! dominant! mode! of! assessment! and!
legitimisation! in! both! the! human! and! technological! world.! He! calls! performance! as! ‘an! emergent!
stratum!of!power!knowledge’!(2001,!p.!18),!which!pervades!‘human!labour!and!leisure!activities!and!
the!behaviours!of!all! industrially!and!electronically!produced!technologies’! (2001,!p.!12).! Thus,!with!
reference! to! the! study!of! education!policy! and!practice,! ‘performativity’! is! often!used!as! a! term! to!
denote!how!students!and!their!teachers!are!required!by!systems!to!perform!in!educational!contexts.!
Importantly,! in! the! drive! for! accountability,! performance! is! to! be!measured.! Ball! (2012,! p.! 29)! has!
described!performativity!in!this!sense!as…!!
…a!powerful!and!insidious!policy!technology...!that!links!effort,!values,!







written! previously! (2010,! p.! 222),! this! has! led! educators,! willingly! or! otherwise,! to! embrace! a!













centred! learning! agenda! is! being! controlled! too! heavily! by! those! in! authority! and! does! not! take!
sufficient!account!of!student!voice.!In!fact,!he!states!that!‘There!is!a!wealth!of!evidence!that!students!
prefer!to!learn!in!ways!that!are!often!labelled!negatively!as!“traditional”!or!“passive”,!notably!via!the!
lecture!method’! (Macfarlane,! 2014,! p.! 342).! This! critique! of! the! teacherNlearner! relationship! taken!
























more!prominence! to! formative!approaches.!This!development!can!be! traced!back! to! innovations! in!
schoolNbased!practice!inspired!and!given!momentum!by!Black!and!Wiliam’s!seminal!work!on!formative!
assessment,!‘Inside!the!Black!Box’!(1998).!In!practice,!Boud!(2007,!p.!15)!suggests,!the!best!way!to!get!







Assessment! is! the!process!by!which!the!University! is!able!to!confirm!








the! university! is! able! to! confirm! that! the! student! has! achieved! the!
learning!outcomes!and!academic! standards! for! the!module...! and/or!
award!for!the!programme!on!which!they!are!registered.!It$also$acts$as$
a$ strong$ formative$ tool$ to$ support$ and$ assist$ student$ learning$ and$
development.!(City!University,!p.!2,!italics!mine)!
!
The! implication! here! is! that,! in! the! intervening! years,! the! university! has! either! arrived! at! a! more!
sophisticated!understanding!of!the!purposes!of!assessment,!or!that!has!seen!the!need!to!communicate!
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has!emerged!with! the! implication! that! those!being!assessed!have!a!more!active! role! to!play! as! the!
emphasis!moves! to! assessment! as! an! onNgoing! dialogue! rather! than! as! a! judgement.! Other! extant!









…the! main! purpose! is! a! summative! one! to! enable! us! to! measure!
student! learning! through! the! award! of! credits! which! lead! to! an!
accredited!award.!Equally!important,!however,!is!the!recognition!that!
assessment! should! also! be! an! integral! part! of! learning! and! that!


















…discussion! of! methods! and! their! application! is! sterile! without!
deliberation!on!(or!deconstruction!of)!assessmentNinNcurriculum;!which!





education.! This! would! need! to! look! closely! at! the! balance! between! formative! and! summative!
assessment!practices!because,!as!Ramsden!(1992,!p.!176)!claimed!at!the!time,!‘from!our!students’!point!
of! view,!assessment!always!defines! the!actual! curriculum’.!Brown!et!al.,! (1997)! further!argued! that!














assessment! policies! cited! above! and! in! some!of! the! recently! reported! initiatives! and! thinking! cited!
below,!that!practices!have!begun!to!change.!The!change!has!been!given!further!impetus,!it!seems,!by!
the!yearly!National!Student!Survey!(NSS)!which,!Williams!and!Kane!(2008)!argue!has,!since!2005,!led!to!
institutions! developing! a! number! of! reactive! responses! to! the! apparent! relative! dissatisfaction! of!















well! as! the! assessment! tasks,! to! the! intended! learning! outcomes’.! Here! learning! and! assessment!










again,! however,! Jonnson! is! clear! that,! all! too! often,! students! do! not! sufficiently! understand! those!




































Nevertheless,! these! authors! argue! that,! despite! the! formative! turn! taken! in! assessment! practice,!




in! their! academic! work,! about! its! strengths! and! weaknesses,! and!
students! use! this! information! to! make! subsequent! improvements.!!
(Nicol!and!MacFarlaneNDick,!2006,!p.!200).!!
!
The! authors! go! on! to! assert! that! this! transmission! view! of! formative! assessment! and! feedback! is!
problematic.! Firstly,! if! formative! assessment! is! exclusively! the! responsibility! of! teachers,! then! it! is!
difficult! to!see!how!students!can!become!empowered!to!develop! the! independence!and!autonomy!
discussed!at!other!points!in!this!chapter.!Also,!it!is!too!often!assumed!that!when!teachers!give!feedback!
to! students! these!messages! can!be! simply!and!effectively! translated! into!action.! There! is!evidence,!
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though,!that!feedback!messages!can!be!complex!and!difficult!to!decipher!and!that!students!require!









language,! culture,! and! artifacts! of! the! academic! discipline.’! This! immersion! into! soNcalled! tacit!










































…lack!of! shared!expectations!between! staff! and! students!about!what!
constitutes!good!quality!work![indicating]!that!one!of!the!key!elements!







Holistic! assessment…!often! associated!with! connoisseurship! and! tacit!










particular! complex! responses! by! offering! ongoing! judgements! about!
quality! together!with! advice! on! how! to! improve! them.! It! is! to! teach!











their! assessment! performance! in! negative!written! comments! or! in! low! grades! can! be! viewed! as! a!
reflection!of!their! low!ability,!whereas!conversely,!those!with!a!more!resilient!and!solutionNfocussed!
outlook!will!look!to!learn!lessons!from!criticism!seeing!it!as!an!opportunity!to!improve.!A!challenge!for!
providers! of! feedback! is! helping! those! with! a! fixed,! fatalistic!mindset! to! believe! they! can,! indeed,!
improve.! In! order! to! do! this,! students! need! to! be!motivated! and!possess,! or! develop,! selfNesteem.!
Gedye!also!reports!that!research!suggests!that!students!take! less!notice!of! feedback!when!they!are!
given! grades,! and! grading! negatively! affects! the! selfNesteem!of! lessNable! students.! ‘Studies’,! Gedye!
writes,!(2010,!p.!40)!suggest!that!focusing!on!‘lowNstakes’!assessment!with!formative!feedback,!rather!
than!‘highNstakes’!assessment!accompanied!by!grades,!may!help!students!focus!on!the!learning!process!
and! how! they!might! improve! rather! than! confirming! levels! of! performance.! Thus,! perhaps! a!more!
accurate! description! of! effective! feedback!would! be,! as!mentioned! above,! ‘feedNforward’! with! the!
implication! that! dialogue! needs! to! be! cumulative! (Alexander,! 2008)! in! that! it! contains! explicit,!
actionable! advice.! Indeed,! in! a! review! of! 37! empirical! studies! on! the! topic! of! feedback! published!
between!2000!and!2011!Li!and!Di!Luca!(2014)!identify!a!common!concern!across!the!studies!around!






dispositions! and!attitudes! as! learners.! The! authors! summarise! the!development!of! thinking! around!
ideas!of!intrinsic!motivation!discussing!a!commonly!made!distinction!in!the!goal!orientation!of!learners.!!
Thus,!‘mastery!goals’!correspond!to!the!desire!to!progress!and!improve!one’s!own!abilities,!whereas!
‘performance! goals’! correspond! to! the! desire! to! outperform! others! or! not! to! be! outperformed! by!
others.!They!state!that:!
!
In! this! literature,!one!of! the!main!differences!between!performance!
goals!and!mastery!goals!is!the!standard!through!which!competence!is!
defined.! Competence! can! be! conceived! of! either! with! reference! to!
one’s! own! past! performance! ...! or! with! reference! to! the! others’!
performance...! According! to! this! framework,! when! pursuing!






Furthermore,! a! performance! orientation,! has! also! been! identified! by! Smith! (2011,! p.! 92)! as! being!




















There! are! a! number! of! different! ways! of! defining! and! describing!
independent! learning,!without! there!being!a!shared!understanding!of!
how!these!different!definitions!and!descriptions!relate!to!one!another.!





There! is!a!consensus! in! the! literature! that! independent! learning!does!
not!involve![learners]!merely!working!alone.!Instead,!the!important!role!




learning! are! consciously! attended! to! and! developed! becomes! the! key! to! promoting! autonomy.! To!
illustrate! this! point! Birenbaum! (2002)! discusses! two! types! of! learning! activities.! One! activity! is!
characterised!by!external!prescription!and!involves!the!teacher!doing!learning!and!thinking!activities!
on!behalf!of! learners!as!a!demonstration.!For!example,! the!teacher,!whilst!demonstrating!a!science!





and! summative! assessment! activity! is! driven!with! reference! to!objectives! based!on! subjectNspecific!
knowledge! and! skills.! Here! ‘assessment’! can! be! contrasted! with! ‘evaluation’! in! that! assessment! is!







as! process’! (Grundy,! 1987).! Obviously,! this! is! not! a! new! argument! and,! in! recent! years,! the! rapid!




All! skills!will! become! obsolete! except! one,! the! skill! of! being! able! to!





This! thinking! has! been! developed! further! by! Guy! Claxton! (2006,! p.! 6)! who! identifies! this! implied!
independence! with! what! he! calls! the! ‘four! dispositions’,! namely,! ‘resourcefulness’,! ‘resilience’,!
‘reflection’!and!‘reciprocity’!–!a!highly!practical!notion!of!autonomy!which!can!be!summed!up!together!
as!selfNreliance!developed!around!a!dialogical!framework.!Here!then,!in!terms!of!assessment!practice,!







idea! of! instating! ‘authentic! assessment’! practices! (e.g.! Larkin,! 2014;! Brown,! 2015;! Deutsch,! 2016;!
Chong!et!al.!2016).! Such!assessment,! state!Vu!and!Dall’alba! (2014,!p.!778)! ‘is! considered!authentic!
when!the!tasks!are!realNtoNlife!or!have!realNlife!value’.!They!are,!therefore,!as!Deutsch!(2016,!p.!56)!puts!
it! ‘meaningful’.! Nevertheless,! even! though! researchers! in! higher! education! have! proposed! using!
authentic! assessment! to! replace! traditional! assessment,! ‘these! practices! [have! been]! slow! to! be!
implemented’!(Litchfield!and!Dempsey,!2015,!p.!65).!Furthermore,!although!I!reflect!further!on!the!idea!








had!often!been!overlooked!yet,!as! recently!as!2015,!Bevitt! reported!that,! still,! little! is!known!about!
assessment!as!an!experience.!Although!she!points!to!studies!concerning!aspects!of!that!experience,!
such!as!preferences,!mood,!motivation,!emotion!(e.g.!Coutts,!Gilleard!and!Baglin,!2011;!Pekrun!and!
LinnenbrinkNGarcia,! 2012;! van! de! Watering,! 2008),! Bevitt! reports! ‘significant! gaps! in! the! research!
literature’!(2015,!p.!103).!!
!














there! is! evidence,! internationally,! that! academic! staff! are! embracing! a! willingness! for! change.! For!
example,!Halinen!et!al.!(2014,!p.!20),!have!found!from!their!own!research!that:!
!
[university]! teachers!distinctively! related! the!assessment!process! to!a!
nonNhierarchical!and!communal!partnership.!They!recognised!students$












where! learner/teacher! dialogue! tends! to! concentrate! more! on! the! technicalities! of! passing! an!
assignment!rather!than!on!addressing!the!learning!outcomes.!!
!









to! recording! achievement! that! better! represents! the! full! range! of!
outcomes!from!learning!and!the!student!experience!in!higher!education!




achievements! information! about! other! awards,! prizes,! accredited! placements! and! approved! extraN
curricular! activities! and! roles.! Indeed,! the! authors! of! the! report! raise! the! hope! that! degree!
classifications! may! be,! eventually,! replaced! altogether! by! the! HEAR.! However,! this! hope! had,!




…establishing! a! replacement! system! for! the! current! honours! degree!
classification!is!fraught!with!critical!dangers!that!would!need!to!be!fully!
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addressed!before! such!a! radical! change!was!made! [and! furthermore]!













and!propose! reformed!methodologies! that! align! assessment!more! closely! to! a! ‘studentNcentred’! or!
‘authentic’!agenda!(e.g.!Zimmerman,!2011;!Taras,!2015;!Deutsch,!2016).!However,!this!move!is,!itself,!
undermined!by!those!with!deeper,!ontological!and!moral!concerns!that!view!this!current!trend!aimed!
at! transforming! students! into! independent,! selfNregulated! learners! as,! in! itself,! hegemonic! practice!
whose!agenda!promotes!‘performativity’!in!the!guise!of!agency.!
!
Although! there! is!much! evidence! that! research! informed! practice! and! innovation! in! assessment! is!
constantly!and!widely!being!trialled!across!the!sector,!either!on!a!small!scale!or!as!part!of!larger!projects!
(e.g.!the!HEAR),!wholesale!reform!of!the!assessment!system!itself!has!not!taken!place.!There!is!a!degree!





of! care! [and]! a! preoccupation! with! strategy! and! its! accompanying!
'toolkit'! of! targets,! standards! and! inspections! diminishes! a! deeper!
engagement!with!the!meaning!and!purpose!of!education’!(p.!353).!








be!the!accusation!of! the!more!philosophically! inclined!commentators! that!apparent!moves!towards!
promoting! student! autonomy! and! engagement! are! necessarily! grounded! in! the! promotion! of! the!
dominant!neoNliberal!educational!agenda.!!Consequently,!such!moves!can!only!deliver!success!as!it!is!
preNdefined!and!managed!by!that!discourse!and,!in!so!doing,!can!only!serve!to!reNenforce!performative!
culture! rather! than! liberate!us! from! it.! Flint!and!Peim! (2012,!p.!13)!have!gone!as! far!as! to! say! that!
‘education!has!become!the!dominant!modality!of!state!power’!and!that...!
!
…all! attempts! to! recover! a! pure! educational! space! or! practice! or!






…a! new! form! of! society! a! ‘pedagogical! society’! characterised! by! the!





There! is! no! doubt,! …that! even! our! most! simple! statements! betray!
assumptions!about!grand!matters,!even!though!we!are!often!unaware!
of! the! necessary! commerce! between! the! everyday! and! the!
transcendental.!!
!







Here,! I!present!a! rationale! for! the!deployment!of! Interpretive!Phenomenological!Analysis! (IPA)!as!a!
research!methodology.!Firstly,! I!discuss!broad!epistemological! issues!concerned!with!the!knowledge!
interests!of! formal!enquiry.! I! then!explain!how!my!research! interests!and!concerns,!based!upon!my!
epistemological!stance,!pointed!me!towards!IPA.!Next!I!take!a!broad!look!at!how!and!why!I!chose!IPA!








and! presented.! However,! Hefferon! and! GilNRodriguez! (2011,! p.! 756)! themselves! experienced!
supervisors!of!IPA!projects,!warn!that,!
!
[s]tudents! tend! to!choose! the!methodology! in!advance!of!developing!
the!research!aims!and!questions.!The!project!is!then!shoeNhorned!into!




















Firstly,! therefore,! at! the! ‘technical’! level,! I! might! develop,! operationalize! and! test! any! number! of!
innovative!technologies!–!but!only!insofar!as!the!underpinning!structures,!protocols!and!policies!that!
remain!in!place!allow!me!to.!Moreover,!if!the!focus!rested!on!evaluation!and!improvement!of!some!















such! as! ‘how! might! I! get! to! know! and! understand! their! perspective?’! or! ‘how! are! they! affected,!
intellectually! and! emotionally,! by! their! assessment! regime?’! Ultimately,! in! this! study,! it! is!


















various! assignments.! Initial! reading! turned! up! Bevitt’s! quote,! cited! above,! and! the! idea! that! the!
‘experience’! of! assessment! was! something! which! might! be! investigated! N! something! that! had! the!
potential!to!lead!to!a!contribution!to!existing!knowledge!on!the!subject.!!!
My! own,! existing! knowledge,! however,! was! problematic.! I! was! aware! that,! over! time,! I! had! been!
constantly! building! and! modifying! informal! theories! about! some! of! the! issues! that! contemporary!
students!seemed!to!have!with!things!such!as!exams,!written!communication,!using!feedback!and!so!on.!
These! theories! were! established! on! the! reference! point! of! my! own,! hitherto,! unproblematic!
experiences!of!being!assessed.!Such! informal! theorizing! takes!place,!notes!Husserl,! in! the! ‘realm!of!
natural!thinking’!(1964,!p.!17).!In!this!realm,!
[w]e!make! judgements…! about! things,! their! relations,! their! changes,!
about! the! conditions!which! functionally! determine! their! changes! and!
about! the! laws! of! their! variations.! We! find! an! expression! for! what!
immediate!experience!presents.!In!line!with!our!experiential!motives!we!
draw! inferences! from! the! directly! experienced…! to! what! is! not!
experienced.!(p.!15)!
Although!I!was!not!aware!of!Husserl’s!assertion!at!the!beginning!of!this!journey,!it!does!imply!how!such!
judgements,! if! left!unexplored,!may!affect! the! trustworthiness!of! research!process!–! right! from!the!
beginning.!Testing!a!hypothesis!(in!the!category!of!Habermas’!‘technical!interest’),!therefore,!based!on!








between! them! as,! ‘each! of! these! interpretive! approaches! addresses! questions! of! meaning! and!
understanding’!(Starks!and!Trinidad,!2007,!p.!1374).! 





















an! approach!may! not! help!me! to! explore!my! fundamental! concern! with! the! fullness! of! individual!
experiences! ‘the! focus! of! the! theory! and! practice! of! critical! discourse! analysis’! being,! as! it! is,! ‘on!
structures!of!texts!and!talk. Furthermore,!states!Mogashoa!(2014,!p.!111)!‘The!general!lack!of!explicit!
techniques!for!researchers!to!follow!has!been!indicated!as!a!hindrance’!! 
















research! and! writing! does! not! aim,! van! Manen! adds,! to! produce! artefacts,! ‘technicalities! and!







(IPA).!Described!more! fully!below,!and! in! the!next!chapter,! IPA! is!a!comprehensive!and! increasingly!
popular! approach! to! qualitative! enquiry! that! is! influenced! by! aspects! of! the! philosophy,! amongst!






enterprise.! It!might!seem!straightforward,! for!example,! to!ask!a!number!of! research!participants! to!
describe! a! particular! experience! they! have! had! but,! as! Heidegger! (1996,! p.! 4)! points! out,! ‘Every!








might! describe! itself! as! ‘phenomenological’.! Although! I! acknowledge! the! early! influence! of!Husserl!
whose!ideas,!particularly!on!‘reduction’!and!‘bracketing’!still!underpin!‘transcendental’!approaches,!I!




Friesen! and! Henriksson! (2012,! p.! 3)! report! that! phenomenology,! as! a! lens! through! which! human!
experience! can! be! studied,! has! in! the! last! thirty! of! forty! years! been! ‘developed! in! fields! such! as!
education,!nursing,!psychology,!and!social!work’.! Scrutiny!of! the!growing!body!of! research! in! these!
fields,!however,!reveals!that!there!are!a!number!of!different!orientations!towards!phenomenological!






























case,! description!must! precede! causal! explanation! (Moran,! 2000,! p.! 39)! the! aim! being,! as! Husserl!





or! empiricist! views! on! the! nature! and! existence! (or! otherwise)! of! an! objective! reality.! For! him,!











was! impeded!by!preNunderstandings!and! theoretical! stances! (i.e.! the! ‘natural! attitude’)! that! form!a!
barrier! to! our! pure! consideration! of! that! experience! (Moran,! 2000).! van!Manen! (2016)! goes! on! to!
explain!(more!systematically!than!Husserl)!a!number!of!steps!known!as!‘reductions’!to!be!performed!in!
order!to!lay!aside!all!philosophical,!scientific!and!everyday!assumptions!that!form!the!‘natural!attitude’.!
Here,! states! Husserl! (1975,! p.! 77),! ‘we! must! exclude! all! empirical! interpretations! and! existential!
affirmations’! so! that! ‘our! insights! [are]! free! from! presupposition.’! This! first! step! of! ‘bracketing’! is!








However,! as! Seifert! (2014)! suggests,! the! deepest! criticism! of! transcendental! approaches! to!





McManusNHolroyd!uses!the!medical!example!of! ‘suffering’!being!reduced!simplistically! to! ‘pain’!and!
treated!accordingly!whilst!other!factors!are!ignored.!In!this!study,!if!assessment!were!to!be!reduced,!
for! example,! to! ‘measurement’,! I! might! be! tempted! to! return! to! a! search! for! innovative! ways! to!
measure! attainment!more! effectively.! But,! as! van!Manen! (2016,! p.! 30)! warns,! by! objectifying! and!
depersonalising!lived!experience,!this!sort!of!reduction!serves!only!to!rob!experience!of!its!‘existential!
richness’.! Thus,! if! we! abstract! from! everyday! bodily! encounters! in! search! of! the! essence! of! a!
phenomenon!then!the!phenomenon! is! reduced!to!an! ‘object!of! theoretical! study’! (Moran,!2000,!p.!
232).! The! importance! of! this! distinction! is! illustrated! by! Heidegger!who! offers! the! example! of! the!
botanist!who!studies!‘plants’!(i.e.!as!‘natural!things’!comprising!stems,!petals,!colour!etc.)!compared!to!
the!person!who!gives! ‘roses’!as!a!gift.! ! In! the! latter!example,! the! roses!become!much!more! than!a!




Martin! Heidegger! in! particular,! is! associated!with! a! phenomenology! that! takes! a! different! view! to!
Husserl!on!how!we!should!approach!the!prejudices!of!the!natural!attitude.!This!view!see!humans!as!
‘”always! already”! thrown! into! [a]! preNexisting!world’! from!which! they! cannot!become!meaningfully!
detached!(Moran,!2000,!p.!17).!Thus,!Heidegger!rejects!Husserl’s!sense!of!bracketing!and,!in!particular,!
the! possibility! of!époche,!which! implies! that! the! ‘background!noise’! of! the!world! can! be! somehow!





































which! lies! at! the! heart! of! Interpretative! Phenomenological! Analysis.! IPA! thus! employs! a! ‘double!


















































































lived! or! embodied! experience! of! assessment! relates! to! much! more! than! the! cognitive! processes!
involved! in! preparing! a! presentation,! revising! for! an! exam! or! deNciphering! feedback.! ! Living! the!
experience! rather! than! thinking! it! also! takes! into! account! the! impact!of,! for! example,! relationships,!
attitudes,!emotions,!pastNevents!and!future!dreams.!
!
IPA! is! interested! in!understanding! lived!experience! ‘on! its!own!terms’!as!an!ethical!priority.!This!has!
implications!for!the!design!of!the!research!and,!in!particular,!how!experiences!are!shared!through,!in!
the!case!of! this! study,! interviews.! Interviewing! in! IPA!research,! therefore,! is! sensitive! to!Heidegger’s!
















…utilisation! of! an! interpretative! approach! requires! the! researcher! to!


















involved’! (Smith,! Flowers! and! Larkin,! 2009,! p.! 32).! Phenomenology! is! about! possibility! rather! than!
generalizability! and! the! findings! of! such! study! should! represent! but! one! of! an! infinite! number! of!
possibilities!(van!Manen,!2016).!Charlick!et!al.!(2016,!p.!208)!further!explain!that:!!
Idiography! is! concerned!with! the!particular,! and! this!operates! at! two!
levels:!firstly,!in!the!sense!of!detail![and]!depth!of!analysis;!and!secondly,!
with!an!understanding!of!how!a!particular!experiential!phenomenon…!











A! regard! for! Idiographic!sensibility,! therefore,!demands!a!particular!consideration!of! the!size!of! the!
population!sample.!There!is!consistent!agreement!amongst!authors!on!this!matter.!Thus,!according!to!
Turpin! et! al.! (1997),! for! doctoral! programmes! in! Britain! it! is! recommend! that! having! six! to! eight!













Finally,! Hefferon! and! GilNRodriguez! (2011,! pp.! 756)! warn! that! ‘students! consistently! experience!













biases,! assumptions,! presuppositions,! and! theories! in! order! then! to!
simply!not! try! to! forget! them!again!but!rather! to!turn$this$knowledge$



































In! this! sense! language,! to! some! extent,! precedes! experience.! Thus! language,! and! the! ‘slippery’!
meanings!we!attach!to!the!limited!vocabulary!we!have!to!hand!at!any!one!time!don’t!simply!constrain!















In! this! chapter! I! detail! how! IPA!was! operationalized! for! the! conduct! of! this! study! and! subsequent!
reporting.!The!overall!design!of!the!research!draws!upon!the!work!of!Smith,!Flowers!and!Larkin!(2009)!






appropriate!method! for!enabling!participants! to!share! their!experiences!on! their!own!terms.! In! the!
analysis! there! should! be! respect! for! the! idiographic! nature! of! IPA! in! that! individual! voices! and!
personalities!must!shine!through.!Crucially,!the!role!of!the!researcher!should!be!made!explicit!in!two!
ways.!Firstly,!the!positionality!of!the!researcher!in!terms!of!‘insider/outsider’!status!needs!addressing.!








In!discussing!the!ethical!dimension!of!phenomenological! research!Motari! (2008,!p.!4)!highlights! the!
need!to!uphold!a!‘principle!of!faithfulness!to!the!phenomenon’.!‘In!order!to!succeed’!in!applying!this!







with!meticulous!accuracy,!often! including,! for!example,! indications!of!






is!necessarily!a!participantNobserver,!and! the! research! scene!a! site!of!
ethical! interNsubjectivity.! The! subject! tells! his/her! story! to! be! heard,!












The! considerations! above! are! particular! to! phenomenological! research,! yet! I! also! carry! ethical!
responsibilities!in!more!general!terms!as!prescribed!by!the!University’s!own!ethics!review!and!by!the!
British!Educational!Research!Association’s!(BERA)!‘Ethical!Guidelines!for!Educational!Research’!(2011).!
I! acknowledge,! therefore,! my! responsibility! towards! other! education! professionals! and! the! wider!
community!of!educational!researchers!(BERA,!2011,!p.!5)!as!I!attempt!to!produce!research!that!has!the!






















‘The! phenomenological! researcher’,! Englander! (2012,! p.! 19)! adds,! ‘is! not! primarily! interested! in!
knowing!how!many!or!how!often!one!has!had!a!particular!experience…!and!representativeness!does!
not!apply!until!the!general!structure!of!the!phenomenon!is!worked!out’.!van!Manen!(2016,!p.!352N3)!
agrees! with! this! sentiment! and! is,! furthermore,! reluctant! to! suggest! an! appropriate! number! of!
participants! for! phenomenological! enquiry.! Because! such! enquiry! ‘cannot! strive! for! empirical!
generalization’,!then…!
!
…it! does! not! make! much! sense! to! ask! how! large! the! sample! of!
interviewees…! should! be,! or! how! a! sample! should! be! composed! and!





























BERA! (2011,! p.! 5)! ‘takes! voluntary! informed! consent! to! be! the! condition! in! which! participants!













It! is! overly! simplistic,! argues!Greene! (2014),! to!present! the! concepts!of! researchers! as! ‘insiders’! or!
‘outsiders’!as!a!dichotomy.!Indeed,!CorbinNDwyer!and!Buckle!(2009)!have!developed!the!idea!of!‘the!
space!between’!which!challenges!this!thinking.!In!my!own!case,!I!am!an!insider!in!one!sense!and!an!





Insider! researchers! often! do! not! have! to! worry! about! orienting!
themselves!with!the!research!environment!and/or!participants.!Unlike!




Furthermore,! insiders! ‘project! a!more! truthful,! authentic! understanding!of! the! culture! under! study’!






















open,!authentic,!honest,!deeply! interested! in! the!experience!of!one’s!











This! is! commensurate! with! the! epistemological! stance! taken! in! the! previous! chapter! and! requires!





















































description! as! possible! of! the! experience! that! she/he! participant! has! lived! through’.! ! I! sought! to!
facilitate! this! in!my! own! interviewing! by,! firstly,! following! Englander’s! advice! to! have! a! preliminary!
meeting!with!research!participants!a!few!days!prior!to!the!actual!interview.!This!meeting!was!used!as!




















is! part!of! life! itself,! its! human!embeddedness! inescapable’.! Thus,! following! the! consistent!direction!
given!by!Englander!(2012)!and!Moustakas!(1994)!I!began!interviews!by!asking!‘can!you!describe,!for!
me,! the! experience! of! being! assessed! whilst! at! university?’! Further! prompts! were! designed,! as!
Englander! and!Moustakas! suggest,! to! direct! participants! to! expand! upon! significant! ‘incidents’! and!
‘dimensions’! of! the!phenomenon.!At!no! time!did! any!prompt!or!question! challenge!participants! to!
















































which! a! themes! is! supported! by! statements! (numeration)! –! look! for! how! the!






OpenNminded! analysis! noting! anything! of! interest.! Aim! to! produce! a!
































The! notes! are,! subsequently,! used! to! develop! the! emergent! themes.! In! developing! these! themes! I!










speak! to! the! psychological! essence! of! the! [whole]! piece! and! contain!





















get!put!out!on!Moodle!so!you!can! look!at! them! if!you!need!to.! I!do! think,! if! I’m!
allowed!to!say,!that!some!are!better!than!others,!though.!Some!of!them!you!don’t!
get!much! to! go!on! and! some! lecturers!won’t! give! you! any!more!help! after! that!
[pause]! I! can! sort! of! understand,! though…! ‘cos! it’s! the! same! for! everyone! then!
[pause].!But,!if!there’s!something!you!misunderstood!you!might!just!have!a!quick!






















whole! in!the!final!writeNup.!Working!primarily!with!the! initial!notes,! I!mapped!out! interrelationships!






















only! she! communicates! these! concerns! in! a! more! equivocal,! nonNjudgmental! and! generally! more!
positive! language.! Contextual$ concerns! come! to! the! fore! in! theme! three! (Changing! Priorities)! in!
! 50!




















































The…! nature! of! an! experience! has! been! adequately! described! in!











Manen!provides!advice!on! the!way!authors!might! structure! their!descriptions.!He!suggests! that!we!
could! structure! our! reporting! ‘thematically’,! ‘analytically’,! ‘exemplicatively’,! ‘existentially’! or!
‘exegetically’!(van!Manen,!1984,!p.!66N67).!As!these!suggestions!are!not,!he!states,!‘mutually!exclusive’!
I!have!reported!the!findings!largely!in!terms!of!the!themes!that!have!arisen!from!reading!and!reNreading!
the!data.!However,! I! have! also! explicated! these! themes! in! existential! terms! that! identify! temporal,!
spatial,!corporeal!and!communal!aspects!of!participants’!experience!of!being!assessed.!!
!
Most! importantly,! van!Manen! (1984,! p.! 68)! is! clear! that! 'language! is! a! central! concern…! because!
responsiveNreflective!writing!is!the!very!act!of!doing!phenomenology.’!Furthermore,!as!Smith,!Flowers!
and!Larkin!(2009,!p.!109)!observe,!‘the!results!section!of!an!IPA!writeNup!is!more!substantial!and!much!








Study! for! a! professional! doctorate!makes! several! explicit! and! implicit! demands! on! the! practitioner!
undertaking!such!study.!For!example,!the!Contextual!Document!(Flint!and!Barnard,!2009,!p.!22)!for!the!
programme!speaks!of!a!‘growing!mood!of!enhanced!concern!for!responsible!action’.!Furthermore,!this!









Whereas! van!Manen! (2016,! p.! 347)! still! argues! that! the! term! ‘validity’! is! appropriate! in! relation! to!
phenomenological! study,!he!warns! that! there!are!concepts!of!validation! that!are! incompatible!with!
such!an!approach.!‘Qualitative!research!is!not!wellNserved’,!he!adds,!‘by!validation!schemes!that!are!













Merriam! (1998)! contends! that!qualitative! research’s!equivalent! to! the!positivist! concept!of! internal!
validity,!is!credibility.!Lincoln!and!Guba!(1985)!add!that!credibility!is!demonstrative!of!the!fact!that!the!





















































research! stepNbyNstep! via! the! decisions! made! and! procedures! described’! is! critical! to! confirm! the!
credibility!of!qualitative!enquiry.!Thus!researchers!should!demonstrate!how!the!data!‘was!gathered!and!
processed! during! the! course! of! the! study’.! ! To! conclude! this! chapter,! Shenton! (2004,! p.! 73)! has!




























































assumptions! about!being! assessed! that! influenced!my!disposition! towards! assessment!practice! as! I!
began!my! analysis.! I! do! this! in! order! to! enter! the! hermeneutic! circle! as,! Geanellos! (1998,! p.! 241)!
explains,!‘in!the!right!way’,!as!interpretation!only!possible!from$a!point!of!view.!This!reflexive!attitude,!
where!‘the!researcher!uses…!relevant!prior!experience!as!an!aid!to!data!analysis!and/or!interpretation!




I! then! go! on! to! present! brief! penNportraits! of! the! research! participants! before! illustrating! how! the!





































level.! Representative! of! this! archive! are! comments! like! ‘B++,! clearly! communicated’,! or! ‘AN,! quite!
promising’,!and,!even,!‘this!is!not!exactly!what!was!asked!for’.!On!top!of!the!lack!of!formative!advice,!





















by$ a$ range$ of$ skills$ that$ need$ to$ be$ developed.$ However,$ any$ attempt$ to$ promote$ explicitly$ that$
disposition$and$teach$those$skills$runs$the$risk$of$having$the$opposite$effect.$
!





autonomy! as! a! learner! developed,! especially! at! university,! as! a! result! of! hardly! ever! asking! tutors!







inconsistency! when! they! give! different! advice! on! the! same! issue.! Such! inconsistency,! however!































me! to! empathise! a! great! deal! with! some! of! the! concerns! of! current! students.!When! I! am! feeling!
























































































































an! implicit! understanding! of! the! importance! and! use! of! the! ideas! of! ‘tacit’! knowledge! and!


























































Subordinate!themes! Holly! Ellie! Tom! Amelia! Sarah! Katy! Lucy! Oliver!
Confidence!to!make!
decisions!
x! ! x! x! x! ! ! x!
Value!of!feedback!and!
marking!criteria!
x! x! x! x! x! x! x! x!








































what$ you’re$ doing$ is$ relevant.$ I$ waffle$ a$ lot$ and$ go$ off$ track$ [laugh]$



















Nevertheless,! such! an! analysis! preNsupposes!many! things! about! assessment! –! not! least! that,! in! its!
current! forms,! it! is! something! that!may! be! perfected! through! clearer! communication.! It! also! preN
supposes!that!experiences!like!Holly’s!(i.e.!of!being!‘knocked!back’!and!not!recovering)!only!apply!to!




I$ think$ Kev$ means$ by$ ‘the$ violence$ of$ ontotheological$ enframing’$ [when$ we]…$ objectify,$










of! the! inconsistencies! they! themselves! demonstrate! in! their! practice.! If! such! inconsistencies! were!
ironed!out,!participants!suggest,!then,!in!turn,!they!would!feel!more!confident!about!how!to!go!about!





to$ [express$ my$ own$ opinion].$When$ you$ showed$ us$ the$ learning$ er…$
things$ [outcomes]$ for$ CED$ [Curriculum,$ Evaluation$ and$ Development$






about! how! they! will! demonstrate! their! knowledge! and! understanding! is! affected! by! perceived!



































































the!way!communication!and! feedback! from!tutors! is! received.! In! the! following!extracts,! fail!grades,!
comments!on!work!that!the!student!considers!untoward!and!brusque!emails!from!tutors!can!all!be!deN





‘I$ don’t$ generally$ bother$ with$ the$ feedback$ [pause]$ look$ at$ the$
mark…go$for$a$drink…$and$job’s$a$good$‘un’.’$(Line!115N116)!
!




























a$checklist$to$check$whether$you’ve$done$ it$right.$ I$ like$ it$when$they$





































‘There$ is$a$ lot$of$reading$given$to$us–$but$you$still$ try$to$keep$away$













tutors! in! terms!of!digitised!and!printed!readings,!suggested!further!readings!and!webNlinks! to!other!


















































easy! to! conclude,! within! the! current! assessment! regime! and! culture,! that! this! could! well! be! an!
impossible!thing!to!achieve!but!I!will!return!in!my!discussion!of!these!findings!to!how!assessment!might!































































































































‘…sometimes$ I$ get$ a$ bit$ lost$ and$ it$ would$ be$ nice$ to$ have$ someone$











course]$ on$ assignments$ and$ we$ double$ check$ each$ other’s$ work...$










































most! pronounced! in! terms! of! their! negative! effect! on! the! participants’! experience! of! assessment.!
Indeed,!Table!5.1!(p.!64)! illustrates!the!fact!that,!from!my!analysis,!every!participant!had!something!

















the! commensurate! skills! to! employ! appropriate! scaffolding! tools.! (p.!
106,!italics!mine)!
!





achieved! through,! for! example,! one! assessment! briefing! and! no! further! dialogue! assumes! that!
everybody!is!the!same!and!that!the!messages!given!are!the!messages!received.!
!




The! level! of! challenge…! in! assessment! should! derive! primarily! from!
carrying! out! the! assessment! task! itself! rather! than! from!working! out!
what!has!to!be!done!from!the!brief…!Student!cognitive!resources!should!
be! allocated! primarily! towards! learning,! enhancing! performance! and!













Subordinate!themes! Holly! Ellie! Tom! Amelia! Sarah! Katy! Lucy! Oliver!
The!instrumental!turn! x! ! x! ! ! x! x! x!
Assessment!as!a!necessary!
evil!
x! ! x! x! x! x! x! x!
Assessment!is!not,!
necessarily,!learning!











the! technicalities! of! essay!writing.! These! technicalities! include! their! concerns!with! fonts,! subNtitles,!
wordNcounts,!citing!and!referencing,!use!of!the!first!person!and!writing!at!the!‘right’!level.!Further!to!




the! learning! and!professional! development! that! is!meant! to! accrue! as! a! result! but! it! actually! ! runs!
counter!to!all!that!they!understand!educational!‘good!practice’!to!be.!This!is!where!the!fact!that!they!
are!education!students! starts! to!have!a!bearing!on! their!perceptions.!There! is!a!general!disdain! for!





































best$ teacher$ you$ can$ be$ and$ so$ it’s$ [pause]$ you$ know,$ you$ have$ to$
prioritise$ things.$ It’s$ best$when$ they$ tell$ you$what$ you$need$ to$do$ for$








































embarking!upon! to! a! realisiation! that! things! are!not! going! to!be!as! straightforward!as! they! initially!
! 83!














tell$ you$ what$ journals$ [pause]$ but,$ sometimes,$ when$ I’ve$ not$ dome$














































things$ like$ revision.$ Like$ some$people$ can$get$away$with$ it$ and$ it$ just$
seems$to$go$straight$in$–$they’re$good$at$exams$[pause]$I$think$it$means$
more$to$me,$though.$If$you’ve$had$to$work$at$something$then$you$can$be$




























‘It$was$my$own$fault$and$now$I$ just$do$ it…$head$down$and$ just$do$ it.’$
(Line!117)!
!




















































Consequently,!when!assessment! is!considered!to!be!a! ‘necessary!evil’,! its! intended!connection!with!
learning!becomes! lost.!The!extracts! in! the!previous! subNsection!discuss!assessment!generally.!What!
they!do!not!mention!is!reference!to!the!subject!matter!of!assignments!and!exams!and!how!that!might!
relate! to! the! development! of! useful! professional! knowledge.! This! has! implications! for! the! way!
participants! understand! the! purposes! behind! their! experience.! There! is! a! clear! sense,! from! the!








Here!Oliver! demonstrates! that,! as! a! training! teacher,! he! has! some! knowledge! of! assessment! as! it!
applies!to!children.!The!idea!that!SATs!(Standard!Attainment!Tests)!for!primary!age!children!only!test!
what! a! child! could! know! or! do! ‘on! the! day’! I’d! just! one! of! several! criticisms! of! assessment! that!















Also,! as! trainee! teachers,! the! participants! generally! feel! that! their! degree! focuses! too! much! on!
‘academic’! success! and!not! enough!on! the!development!of! the! skills! needed! to!be!effective! in! the!
classroom.! Although! some!make! the! link! between! deep! subject! knowledge! and! teaching! skills! the!



















‘It$ would$ be$ better$ if$ teaching$ practice$ counted$ towards$ our$ degree$











‘I$ know$ they$ say$ that$ no$ one$ [i.e.$ employers]$ cares$ what$ degree$


















‘It$does$show$that$you$could$do$ it$again$ later,$you$know,$even$ if$what$










jobs$ they’ll$ be$ doing$ and$ that$ and$ knowledge$ goes$ out$ of$ date$ and$
changes$all$ the$ time.$ I$ think$ I’ve$ learned$ to$keep$an$open$mind$ in$my$
thinking$and$my$work$–$without$being$opinionated…$ I’ve$ changed$my$
mind$about$some$things$several$times…$you$know,$like$teaching$reading$




of!her! learning.!However,! this!whole! theme!–!of! assessment!becoming!an!endNinNitself!–!describes!
practices!that!are!palpably!antiNdialogical.!I!will!return!to!the!idea!of!‘antiNdialogue’!in!the!next!chapter,!




























authentic! assessment! can! extend! students’! possibilities! for! being,!
including!being!with!others!(Vu!and!Dall’Alba,!2014,!p.!789).!!
!




Subordinate!themes! Holly! Ellie! Tom! Amelia! Sarah! Katy! Lucy! Oliver!
Waning!enthusiasm!
!
x! x! x! x! ! x! x! x!
Relationships!and!events! X!
!


































[Introduction$ to$ HE]$ module,$ I$ made$ lots$ of$ lists$ and$ timetables$ for$






‘You$ start$ out$ with$ really$ good$ intentions$ and$ the$ first$ couple$ of$
assignments$you$take$really$seriously.$But,$then,$the$work$piles$up$and$
after$ a$ bit$ it$ just$ a$ case$ of$ getting$ them$ in$ and$ keeping$ your$ fingers$
crossed.’$(Line!7N9)!
$




‘I’d$ joined$ up$with$ things,$mainly$ to$ do$with$my$ religion,$ [i.e.$ clubs$&$




many! opportunities! to! meet! new! people! and! experience! new! things.! This,! to! them,! becomes! an!
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ask$ another$ question$ about$ work]$ I$ stopped$ work$ before$ my$ last$
















new! situation! can! react! when! they! find! that! they! have,! generally,! much! more! freedom! and!
responsibility!for!making!key!decisions!than!they!ever!have!had.!Amelia!mentions!that:!
!
‘You$have$ to$ be$ really$ disciplined.$ I$ lived$at$ home$and$ I’ve$ got$ four$
brothers$and$sisters$to$help$look$after.$I$don’t$know$how$they$survive$












‘In$ the$ first$ year$ we$ had$ to$ write$ about$ the$ history$ of$ children$ or$
something.$There$was$Acts$of$Parliament$and$stuff$about…$Plato?$I$mean$
it$ was$ interesting$ but$ had$ no$ relevance$ to$ what$ you$ have$ do$ in$ a$
classroom$[pause].$I$felt$confident$at$the$beginning$because$they$make$a$






























‘I$ had$ to$ go$ and$ see$ a$ tutor$ about$ something$ in$my$ DPP$ [Developing$








































Relationships!and! interactions!with! lecturers!and! fellow!students!are!scrutinised! in!a!more!critically!
reflective!way!during!assessment!periods.!Amelia!observes!that:!
!






















































to$ anything$ that$ can$ put$ you$ off$ –$ I$ don’t$ know$ if$ that’s$ because,$
ultimately,$I$suppose$want$to$be$[put$off]$–$anything$to$get$out$of$doing$





















































Here! it! is! interesting! that!she! talks!about! the! ‘story’.! I! suspect! that,! like!Lucy,!when!we! look!at! the!
various!certificates!and!awards!we!may!have!accumulated! that!we!do!recall! the!story!–!a!struggle,!
sometimes!–!whereas,!if!I!were!to!look!at!Lucy’s!certificate,!even!though!I!know!her,!I!would!just!see!a!




































support$ –$ [of]$ which$ she$ is$ quite$ dismissive.$ This$ might$ be$ patronising$ [of$ me]$ but$ this$ I$ find$ a$



























Here,! I! return! to! and! expand!upon! the!brief! summary! of! findings! statement! I! articulated!near! the!
beginning!of!this!chapter!(p.!61).!!In!so!doing,!I!bring!the!parts!of!the!analysis!back!to!build!a!picture!of!
the!whole!experience!of!being!assessed!as!described!by! the!participants! in! this! study.! ! To! recap,! I!
suggested!that:!
!
a! lack! of! confidence! in! the! effectiveness! of! communication! and/or!










when! participants! note! that! they! have! been! ‘spoon! fed’! at! school! and! at! university,! they! also!
acknowledge! that! this! has! had! a! negative! effect! on! their! confidence! and! ability! to! complete! tasks!
independently.!!
!



























unique!contribution!to!our!knowledge!of! the!experience!of!assessment!that! this!study!makes.! In!so!
doing,!I!relate!the!findings!back!to!existing!literature!and!research!identifying!commonalities!and!the!




The! implications! for! assessment! policy! at! a! local! and! sector! level! explored! and! suggestions! for! the!


































68N70)! notes! that! ‘…phenomenology! tends! to! foster! ethical! sensitivities…! and! tact! in! professional!


















by! addressing! the! parts! in! isolation.! Thus,! although! there! are! studies! that! explore! the! assessment!
experience!as!it!relates,!specifically,!to!emotions!(Schutz!and!Lanehart,!2002;!Falchicov!and!Boud,!2007;!























from! the! participants’! unsatisfactory! experience! of! studentNtutor! interaction.! At! the! heart! of! these!
communication! difficulties,! and! despite! research! contributing! to! an! everNmore! sophisticated! and!
progressive!view!of!assessment,!the!process!of!being!assessed!is,!for!these!participants,!dominated!by!











...may! be! based! on! tasks! with! an! external! ‘real! life’! basis! [offering]!
students! the! chance! to! tailor! their! assessed! work! to! issues! which!
particularly! interest! them,! with! students! importantly! becoming! coN
creators!of!assessment,!as!well!as!coNcreators!of!learning.!
Thus,! research! findings! and! other! learned! comment! can! tend! to! frame! assessmentNrelated!
communication! problems! narrowly! in! terms! of! the! different! forms! of! feedback! and! how!we!might!
successfully! apprentice! students! into! the! connoisseurship! of! tacit! knowledge! (e.g.! Thornton! and!
Gascoigne,!2013;!Bloxham!and!West,!2004).!In!other!words,!the!solutions!have!a!tendency!to!be!framed!
in!terms!of!how!they$(the!students)$might!be!helped!to!enter!into!our$(their!tutors’)$world.!The!dangers!
associated!with! such!practice! are!highlighted!by!Webster! (2004,! p.! 6)! in!his!Marxist! reading!of! the!
relationship!it!fosters,!when!he!warns!that:!
Just! as! the! factory! or! office! worker! [is]! made! less! human! by! [this]!
process…!separated!from!their!true,!full!potential,!turned!into!a!tool!for!
someone$ else’s! purposes! and! profits,! so! the! student! becomes! the!
object,! the! plaything! of! someone$ else’s$ freedom! to! think,! separated!













of! the! need! for! us,! as! researchers! and! educators,! to! ‘get! outside! the! sphere! of! our! own…! preN
occupations’!in!order!to!be!‘attentive!to!the!way!in!which!other!human!beings…!present!themselves!as!























There! is! a! tendency! of! studies! to! concentrate! on! how! such! assessment! might! be! conducted! (e.g.!
Laurillard,!2002;!Sambell,!2011;!&!2016!Nicol,!2010;!Brindley!and!Marshall,!2015)!rather!than!on!what!
first!needs!to!be!understood!about!the!conditions!required!for!such!an!approach!to!be!successful!–!
especially! in! terms! of! human! relationships.! Indeed,! although! the! Agenda! for! Change! describes! the!
process! as! ‘relational’,! Price! et! al.! (2013)! are! careful! to! point! out! that! this! term! does! not! refer! to!




























acceptable! and! legitimate! and! how! that! knowledge! has! to! be! presented! in! order! to! pass! an!





With! this! in!mind,! critical! educators! have,! for!many! years,! discussed! and! developed! the! idea! of! a!
‘problemNposing!education’!that!‘affirms!men!and!women!as!beings!in!the!process!of!becoming’!(Freire,!
1970! p.! 65).! This,! broadly! speaking,! describes! an! education! that! starts! from! individual! experience,!





Recent! steps! in!my!own! research!and!practice!have! involved!an! investigation!of! the!possibility!of!a!








































of! reporting!on!relatively!smallNscale! initiatives! to! improve!practices! in!assessment,!especially!ones!



























…if! innovation! [in!assessment]! is!ever! to!become!sustainable!and!not!
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remain!a!series!of!endless!cycles!then!we!have!to!recognise![that]!the!























experience! of! assessment! described! above.! The! implication! all! too! obvious! here! is! that! such! ‘deN
worlding’! is! that! any! project,! however! well! meaning,! can! become! colonised! and! shaped! by!
instrumental! reasoning! and! action.! Such! reasoning,! as! I! noted! earlier,! constructs! learning! and!
assessment! as! the! replication! of! desired! behaviour! and,! as! such,! preNsupposes! a! very! particular!













not! have! to! be!managed! at! an! institutional! level! and! that! ‘many! of! the!most! farNreaching! change!
initiatives!have!been!driven!from!other!levels’!(p.!190).!
!
At!my! current! institution,! therefore,! the! opportunity! has! arisen! to! resume! the! ‘selfNstudy’! project!





the!nature!of!professional! relationships!described!above.!At!an! institutional! level! there!will! be! the!















As! I! suggested! in! the! introduction,! my! concluding! thoughts! continue! with! the! slightly! different!
epistemological! approach! taken! in! the!previous! chapter.! Thus,! in! terms!of!Habermas’! categories!of!














Habermas’! Theory! of! Communicative! Action! (1984),! which! Edgar! draws! upon! here,! characterises!




This! study! uncovers! clear! evidence! of! a! struggle! between! human! beings! and! the! structures! and!
instrumentalism!that!inadvertently!turn!their!experience!of!assessment!into!a!‘necessary!evil’!indicative!










Thus,! there! is!a!need,!evidenced!by! the!experiences!presented!here,! to!consider! in!what!ways! the!
fundamental! relationship! between! assessor! and! assessed! can! be! better! understood! and! reN






But,!a!return!to!the! idea!of!authenticity! in! its!wider,!existential!sense,!as!the! individual’s!pursuit!of!
meaningful! living! and! fulfilment! (Barnett! and! Deutsch,! 2016;! Guignon,! 2013),! rather! than! the!

































some!new!strategy,! technique!or!policy.! It! is!possibly! in! this!way,!by!being!mindful!of!attitudes!and!
relationships! that! we! might,! through! our! wellNmeaning! reforms! and! interventions,! avoid! simply!
reproducing!the!dominant!structures!of!power!described!by!Hayward!above!(p.!110).!!
!



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for! help! because! that! can! confuse! things…you!





I! say! I! don’t,! but…! I! don’t! know! [pause]! to! be!
honest!it’s!useful!to!work!with!my!housemate![in!
the! same! year! group,! same! course]! on!
assignments! and!we! double! check! each! other’s!
work.!Really!though,!it’s!just!for!obvious!stuff!like!
XXXX! is!a!bit!dyslexic!–!so! it’s! that!sort!of!thing,!
really!–!spelling!and!what!not.!(line!54+)!
!
Sometimes! though,! if! we’re! doing! the! same!
assignment!but!we’re!in!different!tutorial!groups!
we’ve! had! different! advice! from! the! tutors.! By!
then!it’s!difficult!to!know!who’s!right!and!who’s!
wrong.!I!mean!that’s!when!it’s!better!not!to!talk!




I! do! prefer! to! go! off! on! my! own,! anyway! –!
especially!if!it’s!an!exam.!I!definitely!work!better!









































you’re! working! with…! I! don’t…! they! might! not!
want! to!do!what! I!want! to!do,! y’know?! [pause]!
Sorry,! I’m! not!making! a! lot! of! sense!!What! I’m!







































a! commonality?! ! I! have! tended! to! dismiss! this! quality! as! being! nonNexistent! in! today’s! feeNpaying!
students:!need!to!possibly!reconfigure!my!ideas!!!N!or!certainly!be!more!alert!to!this!quality!in!individuals.!
My!experience![as!a!student]!of!never!being!aware!that!marking!criteria!existed!seems!to!be!just!as!
problematic!as!Katy’s!experience!of!it!as![being]!‘useless’!I!think!she!says.!There!is!still,!it!seems,!a!lack!
of!transparency!even!when!we!are!all!supposedly!at!pains!to!make!things!transparent.!This!chimes!well!
with!the!connoisseurship!stuff.!!
!
Next!time:!Focus!the!interviewee!on!the!specifics!of!‘what’!and!‘how’!as!opposed!to!the!general!‘areas’!
upon!which!I!would!like!them!to!comment.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX!10:!Illustration!of!analysis!process!
1.!Reading!&!
re@reading…!!
2.!Example!extyacts!from!Initial!noting/developing!emergent!themes!
(descriptive,!linguistic,!conceptual!comments)!
3.!Connections!across!themes!
(exemplar!individual!super@ordinate!
themes)!
!
4.!Master/super@ordinate!theme!1!
for!group!
(representing!commonalities!across!
cases)!!
…of!transcript!–!
Appendix!6!has!
quotes!used!
highlighted!
done!by!hand!highlighting/annotating!!an!A4!transcript!pasted!onto!landscape!A3:!
Appendix!7!is!a!typed!up!version!
!
grouping!of!margin!notes!into!possible!
common!themes!–!looking!at!A3!
annotations!
relevant!transcript!extracts!contributing!
to!each!theme!printed,!cut!and!pasted!&!
annotated!ready!for!writeEup!–!see!
exemplar!
Holly!
!
!
Link!between!assessment!and!module!–!where!to!start?!(decision!
making/confidence?)!
‘Knocked@back’!–!no!confidence!in!finished!product!
‘same!for!everybody’!!
consistency!in!communication/feedback!
all!in!the!same!boat!–!therefore!playing!field!level!
frustrated!by!mixed!messages:!‘back!to!square!one’!
!
confidence!
feedback/communication!
support!
!
!
Confidence!in!Communication!
!
!
a)! Decisions!
!
!
b)! Feedback/criteria!
!
!
!
!
c)! Tutor!support!
!
!
Ellie!
!
!
Contradictory!advice/feedback!–!‘tutors!go!mad’!
‘leaning@on’!learning!Hub!for!support?!
Asking!for!‘pre@marking?!
Confusion!over!feedback!contradictions!
Use!of!hub!for!proof@reading!rather!than!structure/organization!
Unclear!about!nature!of!support!(as!are!tutors?)!
Feedback!concerns!
Confidence!in!support!
Use!of!support!systems!
Tom!
!
!
Focus!on!technicalities!–!how!to!decide!what!to!do!
Feedback!–!crap!
Markers!–!realizes!there’s!a!difference!!
Best!mark:!night!before!
Like!throwing!a!dice!(confidence!again?)!
Communication/support!consistency!–!fairness/equality!
confidence!in!own!decisions!
feedback!/communication!concerns!
support!
Amelia! Support!to!stay!on!track!needed!
Reading!lists/sources/independence/confidence!
confidence/independence!
feedback!
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Consistency!of!support/contradictory!advice–!searching!for!dialogue!
Reading!decisions!lack!confidence:!‘need!reassurance’!
‘don’t!know!where!to!start’!!
support!consistency! !
!
Sarah!
!
!
Confusion!about!how!to!express!‘own!opinion’!
No!second!chances!–!high!stakes!nature!of!assessment!–!needs!a!structure:!
‘you!don’t!know!where!to!start’!
In!the!lap!of!the!gods!–!helplessness/outside!her!control?!
Effect!of!the!rumour!mill!–!being!swayed!too!heavily!by!external!factors?!
Confidence!
Helplessness!(or!lack!of!independence?!
Katy! Marking!criteria!useless!(tacit!knowledge)!
Expectations!&!absurdity!of!marking/grading!(‘3!sorts!of!first’)!
Confusion!over!use!of!recommended!reading!–!miscommunication!issue?!
Avoids!communication!to!avoid!further!confusion!!(feedback!loop!is!not!closed)!
Reinforced!the!above!–!who’s!right,!who’s!wrong?!
Communication/feedback!
Lucy! Written!criteria!of!limited!use!
Contradictory!advice!from!different!sources!
Use!of!criteria/support!
Oliver! Doesn’t!bother!with!feedback!–!mark!is!what!matters!
Instrumental!approach!
Needs!to!be!given!a!structure/skeleton!–!doesn’t!see!this!as!his!job?!
‘Bouncing!ideas’!–!looking!for!dialogue?!
…but!–!needs!a!WAGOLL!to!work!to!(is!this!contradictory?)!
Confidence!in!decision!making!
Process!in!brief:!
a)! Interviews!transcribed!
b)! transcripts!pasted!onto!A3!and!did!initial!noting/!possible!themes!for!individuals!around!margins!(column!2)!
c)! Looked!for!connections!across!those!themes!(for!individuals:!column!3)!!@!to!construct!individual!super@ordinate!themes!
d)! Looked!for!commonalities!across!cases!(super@ordinate!themes!for!group:!column!4)!
!
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Appendix!11:!Master!table!of!Super8ordinate!themes!for!group!
Theme!1:!Confidence!in!Communication! Line!
a)! Confidence!to!make!decisions!
Amelia:(Sometimes(you(just(want(reassurance(
Holly:(I(was(knocked(back(
Sarah:(You(tell(us(our(own(opinion(is(important,(but…(
Tom:(…it’s(difficult(to(know,(as(in(decide(
Sarah:(I(need(a(structure(to(work(to(
Sarah:(you’re(in(the(lap(of(the(gods(
!
!
!
17!
26!
159!
46!
18!
37!
b)! Value!of!feedback!&!marking!criteria!
Oliver:(I(generally(don’t(bother(with(feedback(
Tom:(don’t(ask(questions(about(it(
Tom:(it(makes(a(big(difference(who’s(marking(
Tom:(The(feedback(we(get(is(crap(
Lucy:(I’ve(tried(to(use(the(marking(criteria(but([don’t(think(you(can](
Katy:(The(marking(criterias(are(next(to(useless(
Katy:(there(are(three(sorts(of(first(class(mark(
Oliver:(there(is(a(lot(of(reading(given(to(us(–(but(you…(try(to(keep(away(from(those(things(
because(you(lose(marks(
Amelia:(it’s(difficult(to(know(what(you’re([ie(tutors](looking(for(
Sarah:(you(don’t(know(where(to(start(
Katy:(generally(tend(to(use(the(recommended(stuff(
Ellie:(You(get(feedback(which(seems(to(contradict(what(you(were(told(
Katy:(I(don’t(like(to(keep(asking(for(help(because(that(can(confuse(things(
Katy:(I(don’t(pay(much(attention([to(feedback](
Oliver:(I(know(you(can’t(do(anything(about(it([apparent(inconsistency(in(marking](
Holly:(I(know(it’s(the(same(for(everybody(
Tom:(I(got(the(best(mark(for(something(I(did(the(night(before(
(
!
115!
89!
95!
112!
45!
122!
130!
!
55!
!
37!
43!
143!
71!
63!
98!
60!
40!
117!
c)! Differences!in!support!
Oliver:(The(best(lecturers…(give(you(a(plan(of(what(to(write(
Amelia:(You(help(us(in(different([inconsistent](ways(
Ellie:(I’ve(used(the(Learning(Hub(in(the(past(
Lucy:(They(seem(to(say(different(things(
Lucy:(You(hear(different(things(from(different(tutors(
Ellie(Some(tutors(go(mad(if(you(ask(them([to(look(through(work](
Tom:(I(don’t(mind(but(they(just(need(to(be(consistent(
Amelia:(it(would(be(nice(to(have(someone(available(to(put(me(back(on(track(
Katy:(we’ve(had(different(advice(from(the(tutors(
Oliver:(I(prefer(to(have(someone(to(bounce(ideas(of(
Holly:(I(think(I(understand(and(then(you(ask(somebody(else(and(it’s(back(to(square(one(
!
15!
123!
12!
25!
32!
37!
101!
40!
71!
66!
59!
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Oliver:(The(tutors(have(wildly(different(ideas(about(how(to(go(about(things( 72!
Theme!2:!Assessment!as!an!end8in8itself! !
a)! The!instrumental!turn!
Holly:(but(then(you’ve(got(to(learn(Harvard(
Holly:(I(suppose(I(want(to(be(told(what(goes(where(
Lucy:(you(have(to(fit(your(assignments(around([everything(else](
Oliver:(it’s(not(long(before(you’re(playing(the(system(
Tom:(it’s(a(bit(like(joining(the(dots(
Katy(you(don’t(realise(how(complicated(it(all(is(
Oliver:(all(the(commas,(full(stops(and(brackets(do(my(head(in(
Tom:(they(don’t(tell(you(what(journals([to(use](
Tom:(some(lecturers(don’t(have(a(problem(with(your(bibliography(
(
!
11!
32!
7!
131!
91!
30!
77!
52!
151!
b)! A!necessary!evil!
Katy:(you’re(stuck(with(what([degree](you(get(
Lucy:(assessment(is(a(necessary(evil(
Holly:(I(have(to(make(myself(do(things(
Tom:(I(do(enough(to(pass(
Oliver:(a(struggle(to(do(stuff(you(can’t(be(bothered(to(do(
Oliver:(head(down(and(just(do(it(
Sarah:(I(can(think(of(a(million(things(better(to(do(
Lucy:(you(say:(‘what’s(the(point?’(
Lucy:(it(depends(on(your(state(of(mind(
Amelia:(something(you(have(to(do(on(your(own(
Tom:(it’s(pretty(pointless(
(
!
34!
13!
10!
120!
113!
117!
4!
75!
98!
43!
119!
c)! Assessment!is!not!necessarily!learning!
Oliver:(exams(and(essays(aren’t(a(good(reflection(of(what(you(can(do(
Oliver:(I’m(learning(most(in(school(
Sarah:(You(don’t(always(do(your(best(in(that(situation(
Holly:(exams(only(test(our(short(term(knowledge(
Amelia:(I(do(better(in(exams(
Holly:(it(would(be(better(if(teaching(practice(counted(towards(our(degree(
Sarah(no(one[employers](cares(what(degree(you(get(
Oliver:(some…(things(on(the(course(seem(a(little(pointless(
Ellie:(I(don’t(think(anything(I’ve(written(I(would(use(again(
Amelia:(even(if(what(you’ve(been(learning(about(is(not(relevant…(
Amelia:(it’s(the(way(you(go(about(them(
!
90!
92!
25!
77!
54!
99!
77!
56!
57!
47!
14!
Theme!3:!Changing!priorities! !
a)! Enthusiasm!wanes!
Katy:(that(all(went(out(of(the(window(in(intro(week(
Amelia:(I(joined(up(with(things(
Holly:(It’s(important(for(me(to(do(other(stuff(
!
14!
7!
136!
! 148!
Oliver:(I(went(absolutely(bonkers(
Amelia:(you(have(to(be(really(disciplined((
Ellie:(I(felt(confident(at(the(beginning(
Tom:(you(get(your(first(scratch(and(after(that(you(don’t(care(so(much(
Katy:(been(there,(done(that(
Katy:(you(just(get(blasé((
Tom:([a](bollocking(might(have(been(better(
Katy:(you(do(a(lot(of(growing(up(
Lucy:(you(put(it(off(and(you(put(it(off(
Katy:(they(pull(me(back(into(line(
!
9!
110!
4!
144!
157!
153!
73!
44!
87!
159!
b)! Relationships!&!Events!
Amelia:(it’s(important(to(get(on(with(the(tutor(
Katy:(I(know(some(people(get(an(unfair(amount(of(help(
Oliver:(Some(tutors(are(really(soft(
Oliver:(it’s(good(to(have(someone…(who’s(firm(
Oliver:(when(the(shit(hits(the(fan…(you(know(that(they’re(there(24/7(
Sarah:(everyone(was(so(nice(
Holly:(you(get(a(cold(or(you’ve(had(a(row(
Holly:(making(tea,(putting(the(washing(on(
Oliver:(everything(seems(to(get(in(the(way(
Tom:(the(fireSalarm(went(off(
Lucy:(I(did(have(a(big(bust(up(last(year(
Katy:(you(definitely(need(to(be(in(the(zone(
!
!
4!
88!
100!
116!
141!
15!
124!
63!
6!
23!
130!
164!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix!12:!Ethical!Governance!Arrangements:!Confirmation!of!ethics!approval!letter!
  
!
!
